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Abstract

Microservices can independently adjust their capacity to match demand while
the autoscaling feature in cloud computing facilitates the users (i.e., developers)
to provision resources required by their applications with less human intervention.
Kubernetes is one of the well-known technologies used to deploy
microservice-based applications and many autoscaling methods have been
proposed to improve the behavior of its Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA).
Despite many research efforts have been recently devoted to investigate
microservice autoscaling, there is still a lack of studies that consider the
correctness of the scaling decision as well as the effect of the scaling process on
host energy consumption and system scalability factors. Therefore, in this work
we aim to take into account formal verification in the microservice autoscaling
decision-making process by utilizing Markov Decision Process (MDP) and
probabilistic model checking. To this end, we propose five MDP model variations,
inspired by the scaling behavior of Kubernetes-based HPA, analyze the
performance of the models from a combination of metrics. The Base Model is
built by considering the CPU utilization metric in decision making, while the other
models extend it by including several additional metrics to enhance the decision
(i.e., latency, response time, energy consumption, and performance change). We
use the PRISM-games model checker for the analysis purpose by verifying the
properties specified in Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL). Through
our experiments, the decision made by the Full Model which considers all the
metrics has outperformed the other models in terms of minimizing the energy
consumption and leading to a good scalability level (i.e. scalability near to 1).

Keywords: Autoscaling; Energy consumption; Markov Decision Process;
Microservices; Probabilistic Model Checking; Scalability

1 Introduction
The design, development, and operation of microservice-based applications keeps

increasing for cloud-native services due to their autonomous capabilities. The mi-

croservices architectural style improves the traditional monolith one in terms of

many aspects, including scalability, reliability, availability as well as dynamic de-

velopment, and can be deployed either at the infrastructure or the application

level [1, 2]. Unfortunately, it also contributes to the increment of cloud workloads.

However, the autoscaling feature allows a microservice-based system to automat-

ically control its resource provisioning according to specific demands when facing
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varying loads. Such microservice autoscaling can be performed according to three

dimensions, namely horizontal scaling, which allows replication of the microservice

instances, vertical scaling, which scales the amount of computing resources, and the

combination of both approaches.

Many autoscaling solutions have been proposed to address highly dynamic and

complex cloud workloads, as surveyed in [3]. Apart from the more common reactive

autoscaling policies, which are often relatively simple and rely on user-defined scal-

ing rules (e.g., CPU utilization thresholds), proactive autoscaling strategies aim to

anticipate the decision so to minimize the time taken to enact autoscaling. However,

the process of determining the best autoscaling decision-making policy may be time-

consuming, besides involving costs to rent cloud resources to perform testing on the

microservice system. Meanwhile, Bushong et al. [4] have reviewed several methods

that can be used to analyze microservices, being model-based analysis with model

checking one of them. Model-based analysis introduces an abstraction approach to

capture certain system concerns, whilst model checking is useful in finding errors

at design stage to prevent any occurrence of them during the deployment stage.

Currently, several studies have exploited model checking for model-based analysis

to address certain concerns in microservices, either with non-probabilistic or proba-

bilistic model checking. For example, the works in [5, 6, 7] applied non-probabilistic

model checking that concerns the microservice interaction, resiliency and security,

respectively. Meanwhile, other works [8, 9, 10] implemented probabilistic model

checking to investigate microservice resiliency patterns, orchestration, and autoscal-

ing behaviors, respectively. On the other hand, Ray and Banerjee [11] specifically

chose Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model the fault-recovery procedure, while

Kochovski et al. [12] used MDP to model the process of selecting deployment op-

tions for microservice-based applications. However, to the best of our knowledge

the studies in literature that analyze the microservice autoscaling decision-making

are hardly found for the MDP-driven probabilistic model checking.

In this article, we propose a method to analyze the microservice autoscaling decision-

making process using probabilistic model checking, which consists of three main

phases, namely, modeling, encoding and experimentation. First, we model the au-

toscaling decision-making process based on the scaling behavior of Kubernetes’

Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) using Markov Decision Process (MDP), as it can

capture the probabilistic and non-deterministic aspects of the modeled problem.

Second, we encode five variations of MDP models using the PRISM-games model

checker [13], which is a tool that allows modeling and analysis of several probabilis-

tic models including MDPs. Besides, the PRISM-games model checker also allows

computation of optimal probabilistic and expected values for verification, which

fulfills our needs to formally verify the autoscaling policies that meet the optimal

strategy. Third, we verify the MDP models on properties specified in Probabilistic

Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) to determine the optimal scaling decisions. We

have selected PCTL due to its capability of quantifying properties in probability

form.

In summary, the main contributions of this article are as follows:
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• a method to analyze microservice autoscaling decision making using proba-

bilistic model checking by means of the MDP specification;

• five variation of MDP models that consider several metrics in the decision

making of Kubernetes’ horizontal autoscaling process (i.e., CPU utilization,

latency, response time, energy consumption, and performance change);

• the analysis of performance results of each MDP model based on scalability

and energy consumption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide background

on cloud-based microservice autoscaling and Markov Decision Process(MDP). In

Section 3 we present the proposed autoscaling decision-making model. In Section 4

we discuss the experimentation result. In Section 5 we summarize the related works

and highlight their key findings. Finally, we conclude and present directions for

future work in Section 6.

2 Background
2.1 Microservice Autoscaling

Microservice is an architectural approach to implement a distributed application

as small and loosely coupled services with the capabilities to independently scale

itself [1]. This section discusses the fundamental knowledge of microservice autoscal-

ing in terms of the scaling dimension, scaling strategy, architectural reference model

based on MAPE-K loop, as well as the involved deployment tools.

2.1.1 Scaling Dimension and Strategy

Microservice autoscaling is built based on scaling dimensions (i.e., horizontal and

vertical) and scheduling strategy (i.e., reactive and proactive). Horizontal scaling

is the dominant approach used to scale cloud-native microservice applications by

adding or removing replicas or instances of the same service on demand. Meanwhile,

during vertical scaling, an appropriate amount of computing resources is assigned

to each replica by increasing or decreasing the CPU shares or the memory. For

example, Kwan et al. [14] combined horizontal and vertical scaling to adapt the

microservice deployment.

On the other hand, the reactive approach adapts to the current demands, while a

proactive approach predicts the future demands and plans in advance for appro-

priate resource provisioning. The works in [15, 16] are examples of reactive and

proactive autoscaling techniques, respectively. Liu et al. [15] proposed a reactive

autoscaling policy based on fuzzy logic to dynamically adjust the scaling thresh-

old and cluster size, while Choi et al. [16] relied on a graph neural network to

proactively scale the microservice chain.

2.1.2 MAPE-K Autoscaling

A self-adaptive software system adjusts its behavior according to the presence of

certain operating conditions and MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute

with Knowledge) is a well known architectural pattern to organize the adaptation

loop [17]. A framework to drive the autoscaling of microservice applications can
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thus be designed according to this loop, e.g., [18]. In this work, we focus on the

Plan component, where several properties are used to verify the decision-making

process through formal verification to guarantee the correctness of the autoscaling

policies.

2.1.3 Kubernetes’ Horizontal Pod Autoscaler

Each microservice is deployed at the container level to address the portability chal-

lenge faced by distributed applications [19]. To simplify the deployment, manage-

ment, and execution of containerized applications, orchestration tools are adopted.

Kubernetes is the most popular open-source container orchestration platform, devel-

oped by Google for automated pod deployment and cluster resource management.

Cluster refers to a set of node machines for running the containerized applications,

while pod is the smallest deployment unit in Kubernetes. It consists of one or more

tightly coupled containers that are co-located and scaled as an atomic entity.

The scalability of containerized applications can be controlled at the pod granular-

ity, both horizontally and vertically, and at the node granularity. The Horizontal

Pod Autoscaler (HPA) scales the number of pods within the specified nodes [20],

the Vertical Pod Autoscaler oversees the resource allocation of existing pods, and

the Cluster Autoscaler adjusts the number of nodes in the specified cluster [21]. In

this work, we focus on the HPA implementation in Kubernetes.

HPA helps to improve cloud resource usage by promoting pods replication. Many

research works regarding HPA and Kubernetes have been recently proposed, e.g.,

[22, 18, 23]. Nguyen et al. [22] provided some insights about HPA, Balla et al [23]

proposed an adaptive two-dimensional scaling policy for Kubernetes pods, and Rossi

et al. [18] presented a self-adaptive hierarchical architecture and related autoscaling

policies for microservice-based applications and used HPA as a baseline policy for

performance comparison.

HPA follows a MAPE-K control loop implemented by the kube-controller-manager,

which at each specified period gathers pod resource metrics and used them to assist

the scaling decisions regarding a single microservice deployment [20]. On each Ku-

bernetes worker node, the resource metrics are collected by the kubelet node agent

and the kube-controller-manager gets these metrics through the Kubernetes

API server. The number of pods is required to be within the range of minimum

and maximum pods allowed in a system. The autoscaling decision is determined

according to a classic threshold-based approach, which scales the number of current

pods according to the ratio between the observed value and the target value of the

considered metric. Specifically, the desired number of replicas is computed using

Eq. 1:

desiredReplicas = ⌈currentReplicas ∗
currentMetricV alue

desiredMetricV alue
⌉ (1)

where currentMetricV alue and desiredMetricV alue refer to the monitored value

of the considered metric (e.g., CPU utilization) and to its target value, respectively.

The pod CPU utilization is computed as the ratio between the total actual CPU
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usage of all containers in a pod and the CPU resource requested by the pod. Apart

from CPU and memory utilization, HPA also supports custom metrics collected

from external monitoring tools (e.g., Prometheus) such as HTTP request rate.

2.2 Microservice Autoscaling Challenges

In this section, we elaborate two key challenges of microservice autoscaling for

carrying out this study.

2.2.1 Scalability

From a cloud computing perspective, a system is considered scalable if it is able to

increase its capacity by adding the quantity of its consumed lower layer services [24].

Meanwhile, horizontal scaling is the commonly used approach to improve the scal-

ability of a microservice-based system in which the pods or containers that are

already allocated with a certain amount of resources (e.g., CPU and memory) are

scaled out or in to ensure the system maintains a good performance while processing

the varying and unpredictable workloads.

Apart from the benefit, several challenges need to be faced when scaling the

microservice-based system due to its modular characteristics. Firstly, the hetero-

geneous microservices can cause the microservice autoscaling process to be costly

due to different implementation of resources [25]. Secondly, cascading effect needs

to be avoided to prevent the degrades in performance of the subsequent microser-

vices in the same chain [16]. Thirdly, CPU and memory utilization metrics are not

enough in ensuring the microservice-based application is evenly scaled in a non-

CPU or memory-intensive-based application [26]. Hence, we can see there is a need

to build a formal framework for microservice autoscaling to tackle these challenges.

The formal framework should enable the developers to consider various metrics in

scaling microservices at a different level and without worrying about the high cost

of heterogeneous implementation of microservices.

The work by Khazaei et al. [27] is an example that scales the microservice as a whole

application by concerning both micros as well as macro resources (i.e., containers

and VMs) perspectives. Khaleq and Ra [26] implemented horizontal autoscaling at

the pod level based on Kubernetes and considered response time as QoS metric

instead of CPU utilization alone to measure the effectiveness of the autoscaling

policy. Meanwhile, Zhong and Buyya [25] addressed the scaling of microservices on

heterogeneous resources by including the task allocation strategy. However, none of

these works formally verified the correctness of the autoscaling policy.

2.2.2 Energy Efficiency

The increase in deployment rate of data-driven applications has led to the opening

of large data centers which causes data centers to be one of the fastest-growing

sources that demand electrical energy [28]. Figure 1 illustrates the scenario of energy

consumed by the data center through two types of server hosts, namely, active

and idle hosts. The active hosts are deployed with VMs that perform tasks and

utilize the computing resources, whilst the VMs in idle hosts do not perform task

processing. However, electrical energy still needs to be consumed to activate these
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Figure 1: Energy Consumption Scenario in Data Center

hosts. Meanwhile, power consumption is included in the total cost of the data center,

while a huge amount of the energy consumption also contributes to the release of

carbon footprints [29]. Therefore, the need to reduce energy consumption levels

has become an important concern in sustaining the data center. However, there is

another shortcoming of this approach, in which the accuracy of the used autoscaling

policy has not yet been verified.

Furthermore, resource management approaches can be applied to promote energy

saving in data centers [30], while CPU utilization is identified as one of the important

elements that contribute to the changes in energy consumption of the hosts [31].

Due to that, CPU metric is often considered in resource scaling techniques, such as

those implemented in Kubernetes-based HPA in which the formula in Equation 1

is used to compute the number of desired pod replicas. Examples of studies that

address the energy efficiency issue in microservices are presented in [32] and [33],

which both conclude that microservice implementation helps in reducing the energy

consumption through its efficient utilization of computing resources. However, there

is still another shortcoming of this approach, in which the correctness of the scaling

algorithm used has not been verified.

2.3 Probabilistic Model Checking

This section discusses the fundamental implementation of MDP in probabilistic

model checking as well as the properties use to verify the decision-making process

of the MDP model.

2.3.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)

MDP is a mathematical framework that supports the modeling of decision-making

in many situations. It can also be considered as the extension of the Discrete-Time

Markov Chain (DTMC) due to the additional non-determinism provided by the

model apart from probabilistic behavior [34]. This characteristic fits our model
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requirement as it needs to decide on multiple scaling options based on certain con-

ditions to reach optimum goals for the energy and scalability factors. The MDP is

represented as a tuple of M = {S, sinit, Act, P,AP,L} where:

• S is a set of states;

• sinit is an initial state;

• Act is a set of action labels;

• P : S × Act → Dist(S) is the partial transition probability function, where

Dist(S) refers to the set of all discrete probability distributions over S;

• AP is a set of atomic propositions;

• L × S → 2|AP | is a labelling function that assigns to each state s ∈ S, a set

L(s) of atomic propositions.

2.3.2 Properties

There are two types of standard properties used to verify decisions made by the

MDP model, namely the probabilistic and expected reachability properties [35].

The first property focuses on determining the probability of reaching a certain

state that satisfied the predicate needed for quantitative analysis of the model. The

latter is needed to perform a cost-based analysis of the model. Both properties are

implemented according to the decision strategy which either minimizes or maximizes

certain attributes of the targeted process.

Furthermore, there are two ways of reasoning about the properties of MDP models

using PRISM logic [36], namely, probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) and

linear temporal logic (LTL) state properties, where LTL is easier in expressing

properties for non-probabilistic case compared to PCTL [35]. Meanwhile, the syntax

of these PRISM logics is derived from four main elements, which are the properties

(i.e., probability (P), reward (R)), the LTL formula, the reward objective, and the

single instance of P or R operators (e.g., true) [36]. Equation 2 shows an example

of the expected reward property which questions the maximum time taken for the

step to reach the final state.

R{”time”}max =? [Fstep = final] (2)

3 MDP-Based Analysis Method
This section discusses the analysis process flow as well as the details of microservice

autoscaling decision-making models.

3.1 Overview

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the method to analyze the autoscaling decision-

making process using probabilistic model checking, which comprises three main

phases, namely, modeling, encoding, and experimentation. The analysis starts with

the modeling phase, which consists of the process of identifying required information

from the autoscaling decision-making scenario and translating them into modeling
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Figure 2: Method of Analyzing Autoscaling Decision Making Process with MDP-

driven Probabilistic Model Checking

representation. It is followed by the encoding phase, where the model representations

are encoded according to the targeted specification; in this paper, we focus on

MDP. Finally, during the experimentation phase, the results for model checking

and verification are generated and analyzed.

The flow of the process starts by determining the scaling behavior of Kubernetes’

HPA through its algorithm and translating it into the MDP model representation

(step 1). Then, the model representation is encoded with MDP specification using

PRISM language (step 2). After that, the process continues with identifying the

trade-offs factors to be analyzed on the MDP model (step 3) and translating the

information into Probabilistic Computational Tree Logic (PCTL) expression (step

4), before encoding them into MDP properties using the PRISM language (step 5).

After completing the encoding process, the MDP models are checked to determine

whether it is functioning as required (step 6), before analyzing the results and

performing any amendments if needed (step 7). When the MDP models are able

to function properly, the models are then verified against the properties (step 8).

Lastly, the verification results are analyzed to conclude some findings (step 9).

3.2 Phase 1: Modeling

In this phase, the required information is gathered based on an autoscaling decision-

making scenario. Firstly, we identified the scaling decision behaviors, which are

related to the metrics that should be considered in the decision making, scaling

condition, and the number of pods to add or remove from a targeted microservice.

By using the information gathered, we translated the scaling decision behaviors into

5 MDP model representations with consideration of different metrics. Secondly, we

identify the system requirements and translate them into Probabilistic Computation

Tree Logic (PCTL) expression.
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Table 1 lists the extracted information from the scenario that is used to manually

translate the scaling decision process into MDP model representation, as illustrated

in Figure 3. The concepts and descriptions refer to the relevant key concepts used to

model the process and the description of the concepts, respectively. The modeling

roles are the role of each concept in the process that is mapped to the model,

while modeling elements are the symbol used to interpret the concepts. From the

scenario, we categorized the concepts into three roles, namely, variable, constant,

and action. The variable is the element that will be updated during the decision-

making process, while the constant is treated as a fixed threshold value along the

process. Meanwhile, the action refers to the scaling event. Based on Figure 3, the

Base Model (as explained in Section 3.2.1) considers CPU utilization in its decision-

making process, while the extended models (as explained in Section 3.2.2) takes into

account other additional metrics apart from utilization.

Table 1: Extracted Information from Autoscaling Decision Making Scenario

Concepts Descriptions Modeling

Roles

Modeling Ele-

ments

Number of

pods

Number of pods in the sce-

nario

Variable S

Maximum pods Maximum number of pods al-

lowed for the system

Constant max pod

Minimum pods Minimum number of pods al-

lowed for the system

Constant min pod

Latency Delay between request arrival

and system response

Variable lat

Response time Time to process the request

and respond

Variable rt

Maximum

response time

Maximum time to process the

request and respond

Variable maxRt

Power con-

sumption

Energy consumed by host on

which microservice is deployed

Variable pow

Maximum

power

Maximum power consumption

of the active host

Constant maxPower

Scalability Value of the system perfor-

mance change microservice

Variable scalability

Scale-out Add pods to current number of

pods

Action scale out

Scale-in Remove pods from current

number of pods

Action scale in

Do nothing Current number of pods is un-

changed

Action do not

In addition, the behaviors of the autoscaling decision-making process have also

been extracted and listed in Table 2 while the system requirements are listed in

Table 3. The behaviors and requirements are labeled with a unique id (e.g., DB1
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Table 2: Extracted Scaling Decision Behaviors from Scenario

Behavior Description of Behavior

ID

DB1
Number of pods should meet

the number of desired replicas

Number of pods should be less than

DB2 or equal to maximum pods allowed

for the system

DB3
100% of currently running replicas

is removed during scale-in process

DB4
100% of currently running replicas

is added during scale-out process

DB5
40 pods is added during scale-out

process

Table 3: Extracted System Requirements from Scenario

Requirement Description of Requirement

ID

SR1
Scalability lower than 1 when

number of pods equal to desired

replica

SR2
Scalability greater than 1 when

number of pods equal to desired

replica

Host energy consumption when

SR3 number of pods equal to desired

replica or less than the maximum

pods

SR4
Host energy consumption less than

maximum energy of the host

and SR1), where DBx refers to the unique ID of scaling decision behavior, while SRx

is the ID for system requirements. The behavior information is used to construct the

probabilistic model, whilst the system requirements are used to construct properties

to be verified on the MDP models. DB1 and DB2 are the conditions to be fulfilled

during the scaling process, in which the number of pods allocated is adjusted to

meet the number of desired replicas while at the same time is still below its upper

bound. DB3 until DB5 hold the information related to the number of resources

that are added to or removed from the current number of pod replicas when either

the scale-out or scale-in process is triggered. Meanwhile, SR1 and SR2 hold the

information regarding a situation in which the system is assumed to be in the low

scalability state and high scalability state, respectively. Requirement SR3 is related

to the level of energy consumed by the host when the pod allocation of the system

is either equal to desired replicas or less than the maximum pods. Lastly, SR4 is the
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(a) Base Model (b) Latency Model

(c) Energy Model (d) Scalability Model

(e) Full Model

Figure 3: MDP Model Illustrations

requirement to observe whether the decision made by the models causes the host

to consume less power than the maximum power expected for the host.

3.2.1 Base Model

Figure 3(a) shows the autoscaling process of the proposed MDP models, which

is adopted and adapted from the MDP model proposed by Naskos et al.[37] and

default scaling behavior by HPA discussed in [20]. The running example for the

Base Model involves three state labels, namely, current pod, min pod, and maxpod.

Meanwhile, the scaling actions are represented by the colored arrows, in which the

blue arrow refers to scale-out (i.e., add pods), the red arrow refers to scale-in (i.e.,

remove pods), and the black arrow refers to when the no scaling action is performed

and thus the number of pods is left unchanged.
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Apart from that, the scaling decision is influenced by the CPU utilization range and

the scaling is terminated if the system met either one condition of these three in

which if the current utilization range is between 40% to 60%, the maximum number

of pods or desired replicas is reached. The utilization is separated into three ranges

that lead to different scaling actions, in which the range from 0% to 40% triggers

scale-in, 40% to 60% triggers no scaling action, and 60% to 100% triggers scale-out.

When performing scale-out, the current number of pods is doubled or added with

another 4 pods; however, if the desired number of replicas exceeds the maximum

allowed number, it will be set to the maximum number of pods instead. On the other

hand, when performing scale-in action, the current number of pods is assigned to

the minimum number allowed for the system.

For instance, the current state S2 in Figure 3(a), which is allocated with 2 pods,

can either scale in or out depending on the utilization condition. In this case, if

the desired replica determined for S2 is greater than the maximum number of pods

allowed for the system, the number of pods is scaled out to the maximum pods (i.e.,

S5) whilst the current number of pods is added with another 4 pods if the counted

desired replica is less than 40 pods. However, if the system utilization is currently

between 0% to 40%, the number of pods is scaled in to the minimum number of

pods allowed for the system (i.e., S1). Then, if the system removed its pod down to

the minimum level (i.e., S1), the system can be scaled up using either one scale-out

step explained above.

3.2.2 Model Variations

In this section we present the extended versions of the Base Model, which have

been desgined following an incremental approach. In all the extended models, the

CPU utilization remains the fundamental metric considered to perform the scaling

decision process. They differ from their own characteristics, where the decision made

by the Latency Model (LM) is influenced by the latency as additional factor, the

Energy Model (EM) takes also into account the energy consumption, the Scalability

Model (SM) considers the scalability value, and finally the Full Model (FM) exploits

all the factors (i.e., latency, energy consumption, and scalability value).

The Latency Model enhances the Base Model by considering the system latency and

response time in its decision-making. Figure 3(b) illustrates the running example for

the Latency Model. The idea of involving latency and response time in the scaling

process is adapted from Cámara et al. [38], who formerly studied the adaptation

that considers latency information. In this paper, the latency can either be assigned

with −1, which refers to the inactive status of the pods, 0, which refers to a system

with no latency, as well as values greater than 0, which represent the latency of the

system. Meanwhile, the value for the initial response time, maximum response time,

and updated response time is gained through the user input as the value is treated

as if it is received from the Analyzer component. On the other hand, the running

response time started with the initial response time value and is only replaced with

the updated response time value if there is any scaling action that has taken place.

The idea from [18] is adopted and adapted where the scale-out process is performed

when the microservice response time is greater than the threshold response time
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value and the response time will reduce after the scaling process. Meanwhile, if the

microservice response time is less than the threshold value, a scale-in process is

performed to reduce resource wastage.

In addition, based on the example in Figure 3(b), the scaling actions are also per-

formed if the current response time is greater than the maximum response time

allowed for the system, while the latency value is determined to let the system add

more pods or remove pods from the system.

The second model variation, that is the Energy Model, makes use of the encoded

Base Model and Latency Model, which means it considers utilization, latency, and

response time as its metrics. Figure 3(c) shows the running example for the En-

ergy Model, which inherits the same process as the Latency Model. In this model,

the energy consumption of the running host is taken into account along with the

latency and response time before performing the scale-out process. The increase in

the number of pods contributes to reduce their utilization level, which eventually

influences the total energy consumed by the host.

The Scalability Model differs from Energy Model as it takes into account the current

scalability value of the system. Figure 3(d) depicts its MDP, in which the scalability

is observed so to enable the system to either add or reduce the number of pods,

where scale-out is triggered if the scalability value is greater than 1 and vice versa

if the scalability is less than 1. Finally, in contrast with the three model variations,

the Full Model shown in Figure 3(e) combines all the elements mentioned previously

(i.e., CPU utilization, latency, response time, energy consumption, and scalability)

in determining the appropriate scaling decision for the tested system.

3.2.3 Model Rewards

The models are analyzed with similar quality attributes, namely, Expected Energy

Consumption and Expected Scalability Value.

The Expected Energy Consumption refers to the cumulative total energy consumed

by the host during each system state. The formula in Equation 3 is adapted from [31]

and used to computed the reward values for the specified states. The reward value

is computed if the number of pods assigned to the system is either equal to the

number of desired replicas or less than its maximum pods.

Energy = Idle Power + (Utilization(%) ∗Maximum Power) (3)

On the other hand, the Expected Scalability Value refers to the performance change

of the system under two conditions (i.e., high scalability and low scalability). The

scalability value is computed using the formulas in Equations 4 and 5, which are

both adapted from [39].

PRR1 =
1

WaitingT ime × Current Number of Pods

PRR2 =
1

MaximumTime × Maximum Number of Pods

(4)
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PC =
PRR1 × Demand

PRR2 × Maximum Demand
(5)

PRR1 and PRR2 refer to the performance/resource ratio rate in the current state

and future state, respectively, while PC stands for the performance change of the

two states. In this work, the elements of the formulas are interpreted with sev-

eral variables. The variables selected to compute the current performance/resource

ratio in this model are the time step (t), the current number of pods (s) and de-

mand (d), while for the future ratio the variables considered are the maximum

time (maxTime), the maximum number of pods (maxPod) and maximum demand

(maxDemand). The future ratios are assigned with these variables due to their

fixed values. The changes between the two ratios are then computed to observe the

scalability of the system. A truly scalable system should have a performance change

value that is close to 1, while the system with good scalability will reach the value

1 [39]. Therefore, we grouped the observations on the system scalability into two

perspectives, namely, high scalability and low scalability. High scalability refers to

the condition where the system scalability is over the good scalability level and vice

versa for the low scalability. In this work, we restrict the values for high scalability

of the system in the range 1 to 5, while the low scalability value is restricted within

0 to 1. The two scalability rewards are computed if the current number of pods met

the counted desired replica.

In the MDP models, there are four reward structures as labeled in Table 4 encoded

to determine the scalability value of the system and energy consumed by the host for

the specified states. Listing 1 shows the general structure of the implemented reward,

in which the command is guarded with the combination of state conditions. The

rewards for scalability and energy consumption are assigned with values computed

using the formulas in Equations 5 and 3, respectively.

guard : reward;

Listing 1: Reward Structure

Table 4: Reward Label

Reward Label Description

low scalability System state cause scalability

less than 1 after scaling

high scalability System state cause scalability

greater than 1 after scaling

energy consumption Host power consumption at

current state

3.3 Phase 2: Encoding

The input for the second phase is the MDP model representations of the Base Model

and the model variations illustrated in Figure 3 as well as the labeled rewards in

Table 4.
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3.3.1 Encoding MDP Model

The decision model is composed of two modules (i.e., concurrent processes) that

act as the kubelet and autoscaler components involved in the HPA decision-making

process. The parameters listed in Table 5 are received through user input, while

the parameters in Table 6 are assigned with fixed values due to several reasons.

The maximum time step, as well as the maximum demand, are set for computing

the system scalability in which the two values are assumed as the waiting time

and demands for the performance resource ratio of the future state, as discussed

in Section 3.2.3. The maximum response time acts as the threshold that controls

the scale-in and scale-out process in certain commands, while the updated response

time is a value that replaces the previous response time after a certain scaling action

is performed. Followed by the value for a maximum power of an active host as well

as the idle host, which are adopted from [31] and target utilization, which represents

the target resource utilization for the microservice system that is used to calculate

the desired replicas. Lastly, a fixed value of CPU capacity requested by the pods is

used to update the system utilization, after adding or removing pods based on the

formula in Equation 6.

updated CPUutilization = ⌈
current CPU utilization

CPU requested by pod
⌉ (6)

Table 5: Input Parameter Constants

Constants Description

init pod Initial number of pods

init rt Initial response time

maxPod Maximum number of pods allowed for

the system

Table 6: Fixed Parameter Constants

Constants Description

TAU Period duration

maxTime Maximum time steps

maxDemand Maximum demands that can be received

by the system

minPod Minimum number of pods allowed for

the system

maxRt Maximum response time

up rt Updated response time

idlePower Host power at idle state

maxPower Host maximum power at active state

cpu request CPU resource request by pods

target util Target resource utilization

u util Updated utilization after scaling process
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The kubelet module is assumed to hold the metrics information collected from the

services within the worker node (i.e., CPU utilization, latency, demand, power con-

sumption) and the number of pods to be assigned to the registered services. The

process starts by determining the range number of pods that are currently assigned

to the service, in which the range group is separated into two groups. The first group

refers to the number of pods within the range of 0 to 50 pods, while the second

group holds the metrics information if the number of pods is within 50 to the limit

number of pods. Furthermore, the idea of a probabilistic tree has been adopted

from Moreno et al. [40] and adapted to randomly select the metrics information of

the services once the group is determined. The Extended Pearson-Tukey (EP-T)

three-point approximation [41] used in this model consists of three points that refer

to the percentiles of the estimation distribution (i.e., 5th, 50th, 95th percentiles)

with probabilities of 0.185, 0.63, and 0.185, respectively. We assume that the values

of the metrics are received from the Monitoring component integrated into kubelet

(i.e., cAdvisor). Apart from selecting the monitored data, this module also receives

the updated number of pods from the autoscaler, in which the kubelet module will

ensure the targeted service is occupied according to the updated number of pods.

The autoscaler is the core module of the decision model, as it decides when to scale

the number of pods and how many pods should be assigned to the targeted services

by making use of the metrics information held by the kubelet module. Meanwhile,

in terms of scaling behavior, there are two options available for the scale-out process

and one option for scale-in as mentioned in [20] as the default behavior of HPA. If the

module is triggered to add more pods, it can either double the pods or add 4 pods to

the current number of pods. For instance, if the counted desired replica is less than

the maximum number of pods allowed for the system, the current number of pods

held by the autoscaler module will be doubled, otherwise, the current number of

the pod is assigned to the value of the maximum pods. Then, if the desired replica

count is less than 40, the current number of pod is added with 4 pods for that time

step, otherwise the current number of pod will be doubled. On the other hand, if the

number of pods is greater than the maximum number of pods, the scale-in process

is triggered and the current number of pods is reduced to the value of the minimum

pods allowed for the system, whilst the scaling is terminated when the number of

pods is either equal to the value of the maximum pods or the desired replicas.

By making use of the model representation in Figure 3, the module is encoded as

shown in Listing 2 which consists of local variables that hold metrics information

of the services after performing the scaling decision (i.e., updated number of pods,

utilization, time steps, response time and latency). Followed by commands that

enable the scaling decision made based on the selected metrics to be examined. The

Base Model decision is set up on the range of CPU thresholds, while Latency Model

is influenced by an additional metric (i.e., latency) apart from the CPU utilization.

Then, Energy Model considers the combination of the two metrics with energy

consumption for its scaling decision, while Scalability Model replaces the energy

consumption with scalability. Lastly, Full Model performs its scaling decision based

on all the metrics mentioned. Listing 3 to Listing 5 show the additional codes

implemented into the Base Model in Listing 2 for the purpose mentioned above.
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module kubelet

demand : [0 ..maxDemand] init 0; pod : [0 ..limitPod] init init pod;
l : [−1 ..maxLat]; u : [0 ..100 ] init 0;
pow : [0 ..1000000 ] init 0;

[do not] true → (pod′=current pod) & (u′=util) & (pow′=ceil(power)) ;

[] (pod>0 & pod<=50) →
0.185 : (demand′=demand a) & (l′=lat a) & (u′=util a) & (pow′=pow a) +
0.630 : (demand′=demand b) & (l′=lat b) & (u′=util b) & (pow′=pow b) +
0.185 : (demand′=demand c) & (l′=lat c) & (u′=util c) & (pow′=pow c) ;

[] (pod>50 & pod<=limitPod) →
0.185 : (demand′=demand d) & (l′=lat d) & (u′=util d) & (pow′=pow d) +
0.630 : (demand′=demand e) & (l′=lat e) & (u′=util e) & (pow′=pow e) +
0.185 : (demand′=demand f) & (l′=lat f) & (u′=util f) & (pow′=pow f) ;
endmodule

module autoscaler

current pod : [minPod..maxPod] init minPod;
util : [0 ..100 ] init 0;
t : [0 ..maxTime] init 0;
rt : [0 ..maxTime] init init rt;
lat : [−1 ..maxLat] init 0;
rt : [0 ..maxTime] init init rt;

[scale out] (60>=u & u<=100) & (pod<desired replica)
& (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<maxPod?pod + pod : maxPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util);

[scale out] (60>=u & u<=100) & (pod<desired replica)
& (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<40?pod + 40 : pod + pod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util);

[do not] (40>=u & u<=60) | (current pod=maxPod) |
(current pod=desired replica) → (current pod′=current pod);

[scale in] (0>=u & u<=60) & (pod>maxPod) & (t + TAU < maxTime)
→ (current pod′=desired replica<minPod?minPod : minPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util);
endmodule

Listing 2: Module

[] (pod<=maxPod) & (l!=0) → (lat′=l>0?l − 1 : lat);

[scale in] (pod>0) & (lat=0) & (rt<maxRt) & (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<minPod?minPod : minPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat= − 1);

[scale out] (pod>0) & (lat= − 1) & (rt>maxRt) & (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<maxPod?pod + pod : maxPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat′=l>0?l − 1 : lat)
(rt′=up rt);

[scale out] (pod>0) & (lat= − 1) & (rt>maxRt) & (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<40?pod + 40 : pod + pod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat′=l>0?l − 1 : lat);
(rt′=up rt);

Listing 3: Additional Commands for Latency Model

[scale out] (pow>maxPower) & (rt>maxRt) & (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<maxPod?pod + pod : maxPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat′=l>0?l − 1 : lat)
(rt′=up rt);

[scale in] (pow>maxPower) & (rt<maxRt) & (t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<minPod?minPod : minPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat= − 1) & (rt′=up rt);

Listing 4: Additional Commands for Energy Model
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[scale out] (scalability>1) & (rt>maxRt | lat= − 1) & (l>0) &
(t + TAU < maxTime) →
(current pod′=desired replica<maxPod?pod + pod : maxPod) &
(t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat′=l>0?l − 1 : lat) &
(rt′=up rt);

[scale in] (scalability<1) & (rt<maxRt | lat=0) & (t + TAU < maxTime)
→ (current pod′=desired replica<minPod?minPod : minPod)
& (t′=t+TAU) & (util′=u>util?u util : util) & (lat= − 1)
(rt′=up rt);

Listing 5: Additional Commands for Scalability Model

3.3.2 Encoding Properties

There are two types of properties used to verify the autoscaling decision made by the

MDP models, namely the probabilistic properties and expected reward properties.

The decision is verified from the maximum and minimum perspectives of expected

energy consumption, expected scalability frequency, and probability of the decision

leading to either high or low energy consumption.

The information gained in Section 3.2.3 is referred and several matters have been

questioned to formulate the properties in Table 7, there are “What is the scalability

value reached by the system when implementing the scaling decisions?”, “How much

is energy consumed by the host when implementing the scaling decisions?”, and

“Which model can lower the host energy consumption?”. The reward properties are

used to determine the expected maximum and minimum cumulative value of energy

consumed by the host within 1000 time units as well as the scalability values of the

system under two states (i.e., high, low). Meanwhile, the probabilistic properties

result in the probability of the decision made by each model causing the energy

consumption level to be lower than the maximum power of the host.

Table 7: Properties
Req. ID Type Properties Specification Description
SR1 Reward R{”less scalability”}max=? [C ≤

1000]
Maximum cumulative for scalabil-
ity value ≤ 1 and > 0 in 1000 time
units

SR2 Reward R{”high scalability”}max=? [C ≤
1000]

Maximum cumulative for scalabil-
ity value > 1 and < 5 in 1000 time
units

SR3 Reward R{”energy consumption”}max=?
[C ≤ 1000]

Maximum cumulative for energy
consumption in 1000 time units

Reward R{”energy consumption”}min=?
[C ≤ 1000]

Minimum cumulative for energy
consumption in 1000 time units

SR4 Probabilistic Pmax=? [F ≤ 1000 power < max-
Power]

Maximum probability that host
power consumption is less than
its maximum power in 1000 time
units

Probabilistic Pmin=? [F ≤ 1000 power < max-
Power]

Minimum probability that host
power consumption is less than
its maximum power in 1000 time
units

3.4 Phase 3: Experimentation

The main objective of our experiments is to analyze the impact of a decision made

by the MDP models on the host energy consumption and the scalability of the

microservice system. The analysis is meant to clarify the following lists of research

questions:
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• RQ1 : Does the involvement of metrics latency, response time, energy con-

sumption and scalability in the scaling algorithm impact the energy consumed

by the host and the scalability of the system?

• RQ2 : How do demands received by the system affect the scalability of the

system?

• RQ3 : Does an increase in the number of resources affect the energy consump-

tion of the hosts according to the Base Model and the model variations?

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

Two resource allocation scenarios are used to perform this experiment, namely, low

resource allocation and high resource allocation to handle the unpredictable re-

source demands. Then, each scenario is further divided into two situations in which

the SUT is either initially allocated with a small number of pods or a large num-

ber of pods. Table 8 shows the parameter values that are varied to represent the

scenarios while the values for other parameters are kept constant in all configura-

tion settings. The configuration values are input by the user into the PRISM-games

model checker in which Setting 1 and 2 represent the situation with less resource

allocation as the maximum number of pods is restricted less than the one in Set-

ting 3 and Setting 4. Meanwhile, the initial response time for a configuration with

more resource allocation is assumed to be shorter than the configuration with fewer

resources allocated. Table 9 listed several parameters that are kept constant in this

experiment for all the MDP models while the range of resource demands for the

MDP models is restricted between 100 to 1000 to match the resource allocation.

Table 8: Experiment Configuration

Setting Initial Maximum Initial Response

Pod Pod Time (s)

1 10 100 7

2 50 100 6

3 10 200 5

4 50 200 4

Table 9: Constant Parameter

Category Parameter Value

Demand Maximum number of demand 1000

Minimum number of pod 1

Pod Limit number of pod 1000

CPU requested by a pod 3%

Period duration 2s

Time Maximum response time 5s

Updated response time 2s

Power Maximum power of active host 249W

Power of idle host 170W
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3.4.2 Model Checking and Verification

The MDP models as well as the properties are compulsory to perform the model

checking and verification process. During model checking, the values stated in Table

8 are input into the models as early information about the targeted microservice.

The models are then built to ensure no deadlock is present. However, if any deadlock

is present, a specific property provided by the PRISM-games model checker (i.e.,

filter(print, ”deadlock”)) is used to identify the states that cause the deadlock.

Based on the received information, necessary actions are taken to fix the issue and

if the models do not show any deadlock once built, they can be further analyzed

in the verification process. The results for model checking consist of the number of

states, transitions, and choices available in each model, the reachability time as well

as the time to construct the model.

After successfully passing the model checking process, the MDP model is verified

using the properties mentioned in Table 2.3.2. Properties that hold the requirements

of SR1 until SR3 provide results in the form of expected value for system scalability

and energy consumed by the host while properties that represent SR4 provide results

in probability form between the range 0 to 1. The results for both processes are

further discussed in Section 4.

4 Results and Discussion
In this section, we discuss the experimentation results of the MDP models and

analyze the data from two perspectives, namely, energy consumption and scalability.

The model checking results are shown in Table 10, which have been categorized

into the number of states, transitions, and choices available in the model, as well

as the time taken to verify the properties. Meanwhile, the expected energy con-

sumption, high scalability value, and low scalability value refer to the verification

results. The energy consumption is determined by using two optimal strategies (i.e.,

maximum and minimum), while the maximum value for high and low scalability of

each configuration is observed in the experiment. The scalability value is obtained

by dividing the cumulative scalability value by 1000, due to 1000 time units.

Based on the observation made in Table 10, as expected the Base Model produces

the least number of states, transitions, and choices for the decision-making process

as well as the verification time, while the Full Model yields the highest values for

those four elements. This is due to the restrictions made by the different models,

where the Base Model only considers CPU utilization metrics to perform scaling

decisions while the Full Model considers all the metrics examined in this paper (i.e.,

utilization, latency, response time, energy consumption, performance change).

The verification results are analyzed further to answer the research questions pro-

posed earlier and requirements SR1 and SR2 are discussed in Section 4.1, whilst

SR3 in Section 4.2. Meanwhile, properties for SR4 give value 1 as output, which

means that all the MDP models have a full probability to cause the host energy

consumption level to be lower than the maximum host power.
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Table 10: Model Checking Results [Note: M - Model, LM - Latency Model, EM -

Energy Model, SM - Scalability Model, FM - Full Model, S - Setting, St - State,

Ts - Transition, Ch - Choice, TVT - Total Verification Time, MxEC - Max. Energy

Consumed, MnEC - Min. Energy Consumed, HSV - High Scalability Value, LSV -

Low Scalability Value]
M S St Ts Ch TVT

(s)
MxEC
(W)

MnEC
(W)

HSV LSV

1 226597 890464 437270 145.891 376781.03 170000.00 2.80 0.35
Base 2 226457 889940 437026 154.035 379782.77 170000.00 2.73 0.34

3 221677 868324 424970 139.015 376781.03 170000.00 2.56 0
4 221467 867485 424551 160.559 379272.32 170000.00 2.48 0
1 977500 4765970 2810970 725.915 401444.56 170000.00 4.45 0.56

LM 2 977039 4763899 2809821 707.841 405247.46 170000.00 4.32 0.54
3 948964 4609022 2711094 700.182 401444.56 170000.00 4.06 0
4 2270878 11021238 6479482 1369.573 404597.44 170000.00 3.94 0
1 4182173 22794850 14430504 2695.168 402337.58 11532.54 4.47 0.57

EM 2 4185923 22815840 14443994 3091.297 405721.06 2254.25 4.37 0.55
3 948964 4609022 2711094 670.07 401444.56 170000.00 4.06 0
4 3925325 21404386 13553736 2432.617 404597.44 170000.00 3.94 0
1 4064390 21360387 13231607 2686.105 402647.50 11065.39 4.47 0.57

SM 2 4063707 21357247 13229833 2188.942 405735.74 2254.25 4.38 0.55
3 3347837 16458507 9762833 1689.582 401444.56 64796.26 4.06 0
4 5250249 26310758 15810260 2872.959 405117.98 33905.53 3.99 0
1 6096050 34552914 22360814 4013.969 403459.17 6202.97 4.47 0.57

FM 2 6107025 34613057 22399007 3323.761 405735.74 1184.75 4.44 0.56
3 5052207 27579572 17475158 2949.311 401444.56 57052.18 4.06 0
4 7622234 42948912 27704444 4256.112 405117.98 3708.60 4.05 0

4.1 Scalability Analysis

The scalability of the system is determined by verifying the third and fourth prop-

erties listed in Table 2.3.2 on the MDP models followed by analyzing the values

with RQ1 and RQ2. The result shown in Figure 4 answered both questions.

The RQ1 is answered based on the observation in Figure 4(a) in which Configura-

tion 4 has the least cumulative value for high scalability followed by Configuration

3, 2, and 1. Besides showing that the scalability value is lower compared to oth-

ers, it also means that the system is less likely to be in the high scalability state

compared with other configurations. Meanwhile, in terms of model perspective, the

Base Model yields the least value which may be due to the less frequent scale-out

process performed by the model. On the other hand, the decision made by the ex-

tended models leads the system to a high scalability state due to numerous scale-out

actions performed.

The result displayed by Figures 4(a) and 4(b) have been analyzed to answer RQ2.

All configurations manage to have a scalability value greater than 1 (i.e., high

scalability) which means that the pods allocation is greater than resource demand

or the other way round. Meanwhile, only the scalability of Configuration 1 and

2 are able to get nearer to value 1 in which value 1 refers to the good scalability

level. The two observed situations may be caused by the restricted range of resource

demands that were kept constant for all the models during the experimental setup

and Configuration 1 as well Configuration 2 are mutual in terms of their maximum

number of pods allowed for the system. This shows that the number of pods assigned

for the two settings almost met the resource demands. In addition, the Full Model
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is better in leading the system to reach the scalability near the value 1, followed by

Scalability Model, Energy Model, and Latency Model.

(a) Maximum High Scalability

(b) Maximum Low Scalability

Figure 4: Expected Cumulative Scalability Value Across Models

4.2 Energy Consumption Analysis

The host energy consumption results from the decision made by the MDP models

are analyzed by verifying the first and second reward properties in Table 7 and the

results displayed by Figure 5 answered the RQ1 and RQ3.

The number of resources affects the energy consumed by the host in different man-

ners in which the consumption level is higher when more pods are deployed to the

system as more resource is utilized to fulfill the demands. As can be seen in Fig-

ure 5(a), Configuration 2 and 4 causes the host to consume more energy as both

settings started by allocating a larger number of pods compared to Configuration

1 and 3. Meanwhile, in the perspective of MDP models, the Base Model is able to

minimize the energy consumption by controlling the pods’ allocation based on the

CPU utilization, however, decisions made by Latency Model until Full Model con-

tribute to higher energy consumption. This may occur due to the Base Model only

considers one metric to make scaling decisions while other models are influenced by

several additional metrics. Therefore, the frequency of the extended models to add

or remove pods from the system is higher compared to the Base Model.

In contrast, Figure 5(b) shows that Full Model, which considers all examined factors

(i.e., CPU utilization, latency, response time, energy, scalability), is able to mini-
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mize the energy consumption to the lowest level compared to other models. This

is because the system needs to fulfill more conditions in order to be allocated with

more or fewer pods. Finally, among the five models, the Base Model and Full Model

achieve the most distinct energy consumption level, where the Full Model is able to

maximize and minimize the energy consumption of the host compared to the Base

Model.

(a) Maximum Energy Consumption

(b) Minimum Energy Consumption

Figure 5: Expected Cumulative Energy Consumption Across Model

5 Related Work
A systematic review has been done by Bushong et al. [4], who classify the recently

published approaches and techniques to analyze microservice systems. Several meth-

ods have been identified and categorized as static, dynamic, the combination of

static and dynamic, model-based, graph-based, and pattern-based analysis. Mean-

while, in model-based analysis, the abstract models are constructed to represent

part of the system concern in a simplified form [4]. In addition, the model check-

ing technique is one of the methods used in this analysis and is known for its

capability to verify the qualitative properties of many systems [35]. Hence, in this

section, we only highlight the related works that addressed the implementation of

non-probabilistic model checking, probabilistic model checking, and MDP-driven

probabilistic model checking.
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5.1 Non-Probabilistic Model Checking Approach

Non-probabilistic model checking implies the assume-guarantee paradigm [34] and

several studies have implemented the approach to analyze certain aspects related

to microservices. Dai et al. [5] analyze the interaction behavior of the complex

microservice system by translating the property interaction soundness in Linear

Temporal Logic (LTL) formula make use of the Process Analysis Toolkit (PAT)

tool for verification. Meanwhile, McZara et al. [6] use a design structure matrix to

model the dependencies between microservices and analyze the matrix to determine

the dependencies that should be considered to build a high resiliency microservice

system. Furthermore, Chondamrongkul et al. [7] perform security analysis on a

microservice architecture model, in which the structure is built in Ontology Web

Language (OWL) and the behavior is built-in Architecture Description Language

(ADL). The structure model is then reasoned by the Ontology Reasoner to generate

properties to prove the security scenarios followed by verifying the properties of the

behavioral model using the PAT model checker.

5.2 Probabilistic Model Checking Approach

Probabilistic model checking aims to provide correctness guarantees for probabilistic

system models and several studies that implement the technique with microservices

have been identified. A study by Mendonça et al. [8] analyze the resiliency patterns

of microservice systems by utilizing Continuous-time Markov Chain (CTMC) to

model various resiliency patterns. The behavior of the critical concepts is captured

and analyzed with two quality attributes that are calculated using the CTMC re-

ward structure in the PRISM tool. Another work is in [42] which also implements

the same foundation as [8] (i.e., using CTMC for modeling in the PRISM tool) in-

troduces a modeling framework for the reliability of microservice-based applications

with a service mesh that is separated into micro-model and macro-model perspec-

tives. Meanwhile, the work by Su et al. [9] focuses on analyzing the performance

of microservice orchestration systems by modeling and analyzing the performance

monitoring framework using Parametric DTMC and PRISM model checker respec-

tively. Burroughs [10] focuses on modeling the microservice scaling behavior in Ku-

bernetes Cluster at runtime. The model is then analyzed by capturing two aspects

of behaviors, namely, failure points of pod replicas within a given deployment and

possible deployment configuration of pods if any resource competition is determined

respectively. Lastly, the verification process is performed by using a generator tool

called Waikato Analysis Tool for Events in Reactive Systems (WATERS). Despite

all these works, none of them considers the combination of energy consumption and

scalability factors in their analysis using probabilistic model checking.

5.3 MDP-driven Probabilistic Model Checking Approach

MDP-driven model checking has been also applied to analyze microservice in cloud

computing, e.g., [11, 12]. The study in [11] has made use of MDP to address fault-

recovery issues for microservice-based applications in which a fault-recovery proce-

dure is modeled to determine which Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) servers

should be selected to re-deploy microservice application when a failure occurs. On

the other hand, Kochovski et al. [12] implement MDP to model the process of se-
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lecting a deployment option for the cloud-based microservice system where the best

option is determined based on its ranking. However, to the best of our knowledge,

there is no work tackled the autoscaling for microservice aspect.

Our work also utilizes MDP to model microservice autoscaling decision making pro-

cess and specifically focus on analyzing the system performance based on energy

and scalability perspectives. Even though our model is the simplified representa-

tion of the decision-making process, which is based on the typical Horizontal Pod

Autoscaler, we believe that verifying the autoscaling decision of the microservice

system at the abstraction level by using a model-based approach will help to re-

duce the time and the costs of renting the actual cloud resources for the purpose of

automatically analyzing the decision models.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a method to analyze the microservice autoscaling

decision-making process using probabilistic model checking, which consists of three

phases (i.e., modeling, encoding, and experimentation). For the modeling phase, we

have proposed five MDP models to represent the scaling behavior of Kubernetes-

based Horizontal Pod Autoscaler. These models consider several factors, which are

the CPU utilization, latency, response time, energy consumption, and scalability.

For the encoding phase, the PRISM model checker tool has been utilized to encode

the models as well as the properties. Then, we have analyzed the models using two

quality attributes during the experimentation phase, namely the Expected Energy

Consumption and Expected Scalability Value under two conditions (i.e., high and

low). The experimentation aimed to determine which decision models will lead to

the least energy consumption of the host with the scalability value nearer to 1. As

a result, we have observed that the Full Model, which considers all the examined

metrics, contributes the lowest energy consumption with the lower bound of its

scalability value being nearer to 1, followed by the Energy Model and Scalability

Model, which consider energy consumption and scalability factors, respectively.

The implementation of verification on microservice-based applications has a po-

tential for wider improvements in order to ensure that the existing microservice

autoscaling algorithm is truly reliable. The verified policies may also need to con-

sider the cost factors to provide early insights for the developers before deploying

the applications in a real infrastructure. Meanwhile, the verified autoscaling may

also need to be ranked according to the specific concern before being generated

and applied in existing cloud services. Finally, the verified algorithm can also be

integrated into the microservice-based application to improve its scaling behavior.
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